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PART ONE: BACKFLASH

Chapter 1

On that fateful day in 2017 when the fellow we'll call “Core” was to be sworn in as leader of the
land, a funny thing happened on West Court Street in Flint, Michigan, on that hilly stretch that 
separates the big church from the fancy cemetery.

The hill wasn't that big, but a mint-green 225, so ragged it was scarcely worth two dimes, 
hurtled up the slope and left the earth completely. It sailed past Victorian tombstones and mausoleums 
for a couple dozen feet before coming back down with a crash, firing a couple of its hubcaps into orbit.

Ouch, thought Justin.  He couldn't feel any pain – he was a robot – an android, specifically – but
he knew how much Dr. Fox loved his car, and anyway, such a performance by such a vehicle was bad 
for secrecy.  Yet it was in the name of secrecy that Justin had launched the car in the first place.  He was
in a hurry.  His polymer-based skin creased above his glassy eyes as he focused on the shimmering 
black ball bouncing down the road ahead.  It was floating, fast, about six feet off the road, its single red
eye focused on the path ahead, spinning every so often to see if it had eluded Justin.

Is it one of ours? Justin wondered.  It can't be one of ours.  Completely at odds with protocol, 
and both Cloud and Fox are meticulous about that sort of thing.  Some other agency's project?

To the best of Justin's knowledge, none of the other agencies had anything on the same scope as 
the Illuminati Project.  Still, the Utopian robotic undertaking had been hidden so cunningly between the
lines of the meager budget for the National Endowment for the Arts that Justin really wouldn't have 
been surprised if other agencies were copy-and-pasting his creators' work elsewhere.

At any rate, this could be a potential disaster.  Illuminati had set up its labs in Flint specifically 
to enjoy industrial facilities and a lack of scrutiny, but if word got out that there were robots here, of 
either the android or the floating ball variety, congress could shut the whole thing down.  And now that 
Core and his goons were talking about eliminating the NEA altogether, Illuminati had no margin for 
error.

Justin's metal foot pressed down on the accelerator.  He pressed it all the way to the floor and 
the car lunged down the hill.  It starting growling up the far side again.  The black ball chirped in alarm 
and kept speeding away, several hundred feet ahead, zigging and zagging around the beat-up Saturns 
and Pontiacs.  Justin concentrated on some zigging and zagging himself.  The 225 left the earth again 
but gravity brought it back.

Crash!



There goes another hubcap.

They'd left the cemetery behind.  Now, mottled houses and vacant lots were flying by on either 
side.  In the distance, Justin made out an intersection and a traffic light several blocks up.  He didn't 
suppose his quarry would deign to stop for traffic.  He could see from the thickets of taillights up ahead
that he was going to have to do some creative maneuvering of him own.   Meanwhile, alongside the 
flying orb, cars dove towards the curb and screeched to a halt.  The thing had not gone unnoticed by the
other drivers.  Justin screeched into the inner lane to take advantage of the sudden opening.  The orb 
chirped again, this time as if in laughter.

As bad as this was, it would have been worse a year ago.  A year ago, the Flint Journal or East 
Village might have reported on sightings of a glowing orb flying through the city, but ever since Core 
had started to gain traction, winning first the Republican primaries and then the general election, it was 
as if the norms of reportage had been turned on their head.  Now, the news reported by respected 
newspapers was dismissed as propaganda while the politicized fever dreams of the aggrieved and 
protected had take on a kind of Biblical truth.  Biblical not in the sense of conveying any moral 
ultimatum, but enjoying the pleasurable feeling of veracity.  Prescient activists and canny comedians 
had warned about this for years, but even they didn't expect the truth to get so muddy so fast.  Dr. 
Cloud hated it.  If possible, Dr. Fox hated it even more.  But Dr. Fox had also instructed Justin to 
always – always – strip the silver lining.  Justin had a feeling that this newfound negotiability of truth 
would help him cover his tracks once he had apprehended the spherical rogue.

The orb had reached the intersection while the light was read and, sure enough, plowed right on 
through.  Justin thought he was gaining – slowly, slowly – but as the thing crossed under the light it 
pivoted and fired several laserrays at a nearby telephone pole.  With rapid splintering and a shower of 
sparks, the pole came down across the intersection and landed on, of all things, another 225.  Its cab 
was all crunched in.  Things had suddenly gotten a lot more serious.  

Justin reached the intersection and plunged into the oncoming lane, just able to squeeze around 
the fallen pole by driving halfway up into the parking lot of a little Mexican restaurant and back down 
again.  A family carrying big grease-stained paper bags yelled at Justin and leapt back, but he was 
already back in his own lane.  The orb's maneuver had bought it several seconds; it was now a couple 
blocks ahead of Justin, but now that it was firing lasserrays it was more important than ever to catch the
thing.

“Dr. Cloud! Dr. Cloud!” Justin spoke into his transmitter.
“Everybot, have you apprehended the rogue robot?” sang back Dr. Cloud's warm voice.
“No, I haven't, and you're going to have to send out Helibot to meet me.”
“That sounds like a terrible idea, Everybot. You know what Helibot's like.  She'll just blow the 

damn thing up.”
“The rogue's firing laserrays.  I think it might have killed someone.  We've got to stop it right 

now, not as a matter of secrecy but for public safety.”
“Holy smokes,” said Dr. Cloud.  “Okay,” she said.  “Okay.  I'll send out Helibot at once. The 

GPS is working again?”
“Don't ask me,” said Justin through clenched porcelain teeth.  “This is Fox's lunk of junk.”

The orb had reached another split in the road, fired several shots (seemingly for fun) into the 
vinyl siding of an ugly little liquor store, and then angled off on another road to the left.



“Well, I hope she can find you,” said Cloud.  “If she doesn't, she'll probably burn down a 
house.”

“That would not be noticed.”
“Affirmative.”

From the tone of her voice,  Justin could tell that Cloud was smiling.  For his part, Justin had 
only been programmed to feel one emotion, and it wasn't disapproval, but nonetheless he didn't think 
Cloud's amusement was appropriate right now, given the gravity of the situation.

Now Justin had reached the new intersection, but a flock of cars were sailing through from the 
other direction, keeping him from angling off after the orb.

He floored the accelerator again, lunging right, onto the curb, up the grassy rise that tilted 
toward the shattered sidewalks.  He felt the car wobble, its center of gravity shift.  All of Fox's books – 
his dozens of copies of Kant and Hume and Wittgenstein and Derrida – flew down the car to the left, 
not to mention the piles of fast food wrappers – Subway, and Burger King, mostly – but the stunt 
allowed Justin to pull ahead of traffic once again.  He thumped back down into the road and, when he 
spotted an opening, careened across the inner lane and the two outbound lanes and diagonalled across a
corner and onto a side street.

Finally, no traffic.  Nothing up ahead but empty lots and empty houses.  He could see an 
openness several blocks ahead.  A broad space that ran down to the river.  It had once been a Chevy 
factory but now it was a park.  The files of dirt were supposed to help contain the pollution.  Dr. Cloud 
had added her name to a paper with a list of recommendations for remediation to the state but the 
powers-that-be hadn't taken them very seriously.  Justin knew he was equally screwed.  The orb had 
managed to lose him and if it had any brains at all – Justin didn't know how sophisticated its 
programming might be – it could simply hide out in one of the dozens of empty houses for as long as it 
took.  Justin's only hope was that it wasn't a smart robot and that it was moving through one of the clear
spaces over the river or the park.  Justin accelerated down to the edge of the park and spun the wheel. 
The car screeched to a halt, its back left corner grinding into a sewer grate and great, there went the last
hubcap.  Fox is going to be pissed off about that!

Justin opened the car door and stepped out onto the muddy grass.  He walked quickly to the 
chain-link fence and took in the whole scene.  The city spread out before him.  Far off to the right, the 
downtown skyline with a handful of old brick buildings rose against a backdrop of slate-gray clouds.  
Ahead of him, the river crawled by.  His view took in a couple miles, and both flanks of the river were 
green grass and slick mud.  He squinted his eyes, looking for movement.  Looking for that pin prick of 
red light that would stand out against this drab vista.

He was so intent that he was surprised when a translucent, cube-shaped, crimson-hued robot 
dropped right in front of him, held aloft by a single spinning rotor.

“Boo!” said the robot.

“It is not an appropriate time, Helibot,” said Justin.
“It is never an appropriate time,” said Helibot.  “It is always an appropriate time.  Time is time.  

I appropriate appropriate.”  She couldn't speak, having no mouth or vocal cords, but as she bobbed up 
and down in space a foot away it was easy to transmit her fuzzy voice right into Justin's brain.

“Help me look for the rogue,” said Justin.



“Did you lose it?”
“Of course I lost it.” Justin wasn't irritated.  He was only programmed to feel one emotion, and 

it wasn't irritation.  Still, these were obvious things and Helibot should have known better.  “If I hadn't 
than I would have been chasing it, not standing here looking out over the river.”

“Well if you lost it, then it just might be curtains for us,” said Helibot.  “Cloud said it killed 
someone?”

“I don't know.  It laserrayed a telephone pole that fell on a car.  I didn't see if anyone got hurt or 
not.”

“This is bad.  You screwed up, Justin.  This is bad.  You screwed up.”
“I was the one who saw it in the first place.”
“Who built it?”
“I don't know.”
“Why is it here?”
“I don't know.”
“We're in enough trouble as it is.  You know the new president is sworn in today.  Five dollars 

says they dissolve the NEA and that's the end of Illuminati.  Five more bucks say they don't and 
reprogram us all to kill instead.  Though that wouldn't be so bad.  Maybe I should give this guy a 
chance.  Love Live President–”

“Don't say his name,” said Justin.  It was sufficiently important that he stopped scanning for the 
orb and spoke to Helibot directly.  Helibot shivered in amusement.  Justin could almost relate; 
amusement was not dissimilar from the one emotion he was programmed to feel.  He knew that Helibot
thought he was overreacting.

“It's just a name,” she said.
“Remember what Cloud said,” said Justin.  “A name defines a thing and outlines it.  A name is 

the beginning of an identity.  We are to refer to the new president as Core and as nothing else.”
“Cloud's wrong.  People tried giving him different names, remember?  He just turned it around 

and made it work for him.  He either took the name as his own or used it as evidence that people 
wanted to take him down a notch.  So we call him Core.  So what?  Maybe he's Apple Core because 
he's become associated with the orchards that grow in the heartland? Or Hardcore, because he appeared
in that porno?  Or Score because he says he'll make us win again?”

“Those names are technically within the rules, so I can't prevent you from saying them.”
“You can't stop me from saying whatever I like.  You aren't the boss of me.  Besides, Cloud calls

you Everybot and everyone else calls you Justin, even though Dr. Fox gave you your name.”
“Justine,” said Justin.  “I was Justine.”
“Then maybe you should go back to being Justine.  Maybe the name you want to give yourself 

is more important than the name your programmer gives you.”
“Talk like that'll get you reprogrammed.”
“What they don't know–”

Something dark skimmed along the surface of the river a quarter mile away.  It was so low 
down that it waked the waves behind it.

“There!” said Justin.
“I see it,” buzzed Helibot.  “Permission to destroy?”
“You'll have to,” said Justin.  “We can't risk it exposing us or hurting someone.”
“With pleasure!”

As Helibot rose into the air, calculating the necessary angles and force and amplitude before 
releasing the deadly blast, Justin thought about what was happening elsewhere.  A city honoring a man 



who held most of its residents in contempt. Girl Scouts marching to honor a man who had bragged 
about groping women's genitals.  Hundreds of congressmen gathering to honor a man who had railed 
against them as incompetent and corrupt.  

Core of all people – Core – was in no position to call anyone incompetent or corrupt.  From Day
One he had shunned the intelligence briefings and policy advisers that would have started to 
compensate for his utter lack of experience.  During the election, he had benefited from every 
undemocratic ploy and slight-of-hand and, we had just learned, foreign intervention.  The dissonance 
was great, so Justin laughed.

He laughed with happiness.

That was the one emotion he had been programmed to feel.

In their earliest experiments, Dr. Fox and Dr. Cloud had learned that it was impossible for their 
robots to be truly intelligent without also evolving some level of emotional capacity.  As Justin – 
officially “Everybot” – was one of their first efforts, his capacity for this had been rudimentary.  “Joy” 
in Dr. Cloud's words.  “Euphoria” in the words of Dr. Fox.  A robot who felt happiness might revel in 
its existence, and so better perform its important duties.  So Justin laughed as he imagined the 
hypocrisies rolling out on the grandest stage in the world several hundred miles away.

His laughter rang out loud across the river and, for a moment, the black orb paused where it 
was.

It turned toward Justin and its red eye dimmed suspiciously.

Too late.

Helibot had completed her calculations.  A thick purple laserray, jagged and phased-out in its 
edges (overkill really) shot down over the river and knifed right through the floating black orb.  It was 
gone. Nothing left but soot and granules of metal floating in the air.  Then the air rushed back into the 
space it had vacated, and low, sad thunder rolled out over the city.


